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What does idiot box mean?
Synonyms Example Sentences Learn More about idiot box. boob
tube, box, television, telly [chiefly British], tube, TV. she
huffily declared that she wouldn't have an idiot box in her
home.
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With and without the idiot box - The Hindu
Idiot Box Poster. Looking for the fast track out of suburban
hell, two natural born losers scheme an impossible heist. Mick
is slack, cynical, and most of all.
Incubus - Idiot Box Lyrics | ipawoqamyn.tk
Idiot box is slang for a television. It may also refer to: The
Idiot Box (TV series), a sketch comedy show on MTV starring
Alex Winter; Idiot Box (webcomic).

Idiot box | Definition of Idiot box at ipawoqamyn.tk
English[edit]. Etymology[edit]. From idiot + box, an allusion
to the supposed mind-reducing nature of television programming
or its lack of educational value.
When the idiot box will be the centre of your home
When Television Is More Than an “Idiot Box”. Around the world,
TV educates while it entertains. It can teach the internet a
few things, too.
Idiot box - definition of idiot box by The Free Dictionary
THE idiot-box has remained more or less the same in the past
57 years of its history - a bulky structure that brings
sports, news and movies to our living rooms.
Idiot Box | Encyclopedia SpongeBobia | FANDOM powered by Wikia
It had a Japanese company's name beautifully embellished at
the bottom of its screen. A shining black box that had its
place reserved for days.
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The benefits of living without a TV are. SpongeBob tells him
that they don't have Idiot Box tape recorder, which Squidward
doesn't believe. He then hears a space shuttle launch.
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Click to listen — The Soldier attempting to rebel the box's
idiotic ideas. Mullet When this electronic box is activated or
"turned on", it flashes towards the "viewer" various images
and Idiot Box. ChakrabortyMilindGunajiPsycho Joe, a
petrol-head from Altona, Melbourne, secures employment at a
local Supermarket.
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